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This paper discusses the duality between image fusion algorithms
and quality metrics. It discusses odd cases where some quality met-
rics fail to estimate the added information and proposes a duality in-
dex that measures how suitable the metrics are to fusion algorithms.
The proposed duality index serves as an objective function against
which combinations of fusion algorithms, metrics, and their param-
eters are tested.
Index Terms— Image fusion, Metrics, Duality.
1. INTRODUCTION
Image fusion metrics evolved from image processing objective qual-
ity measures such as mean square error (MSE), entropy and infor-
mation measures. These measures have then been realized into im-
age fusion context. The simplest idea is to average quality distance
of the fused image from each of the source ones. These measures
have been used on overlapping blocks navigating through source and
fused images to maintain localization. Xydeas and Petrovic [1] es-
timated fusion performance based on edges in the image. Mutual
information (MI) measure was examined by Qu [2]. Buntilov and
Bretschneider [3] applied multi-level thresholding to variance maps
in order to identify the spatial blocks holding more information and,
most likely, should be transferred into the fused image. Finally, re-
searchers concluded that universal quality index (UQI) founded by
Wang and Bovik in [4], does capture localized structural similar-
ities between images. In [5], Piella and Heijmans improved UQI
and added a saliency factor for each pair of corresponding blocks
(a block from each input image) being examined against the corre-
sponding block in the fused image. They proposed the use of simple
information measuring functions like standard deviation, dynamic
range and entropy.
Objective measuring of fusion performance has not been yet val-
idated properly. Most researchers validate their proposed fusion per-
formance metrics using a reference image [5–7]. The reference im-
age is used to create two deformed complementary versions, fuse
them, and compare the resulting fused image with the original image.
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Fig. 1. Incompatibilities between fusion operators and entropy-
based metrics.
However, this comparison is not objective since the ultimate fusion
algorithm does not really exist, neither does any metric. Therefore,
it is analogous to compare results that are subjective to two sources
of errors, namely fusion error and metric error. For example, Qu’s
mutual in formation metric (MI) [2] suggested that simple averaging
is a better fusion algorithm than multi-resolution fusion. This con-
clusion has initiated the argument about whether a fusion metric is
correct or not [8]. This question has also motivated researchers like
Cvejic et al. to develop another variation of MI [9] that conforms
with the fact that multi resolution fusion is better than a simple av-
eraging. Therefore, the need for a duality index is now very critical
to measure how suitable a fusion metric is with respect to a certain
fusion algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Texture Transfer: Painting with Gogh’s Brush [10]
This paper addresses the compatibility issues between fusion al-
gorithms and metrics. It proposes a duality index that serves as an
objective function that estimates how compatible image fusion algo-
rithms and metrics are. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes, through counter examples, how image fusion
metrics do not suit every fusion algorithm. Section 3 presents the
proposed duality index between image fusion algorithms and met-
rics. Experiments, results, and analysis are derived in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2. FUSION OPERATOR/METRIC SUITABILITY
An image fusion metric does not suit all fusion algorithms. Some al-
gorithms have to be evaluated with specially designed metrics. This
section discusses, through counter examples, the compatibility chal-
lenges facing image fusion metrics with respect to a certain fusion
algorithm.
Figure 1 illustrates compatibility issues of using entropy as a
quality metric in several cases. The top row illustrates the normal
case where the fused image is more informative than the source ones.
The middle row illustrates how entropy might not be suitable for
some cases. In this case an L2 norm like MSE will provide a more
intuitive measure. The bottom row discusses the case where entropy
is not suitable to measure results from a fusion algorithm like spatial
concatenation.
Texture transfer [10], illustrated in Fig. 2, is another example of
incompatibility between fusion algorithms and metrics. According
to the definitions presented in [11–13], Texture transfer is considered
a fusion algorithm since it adds information from both source im-
ages and is closed under the fusion operation. However, the metrics
listed earlier in Section 1 cannot be applied here due to differences
in spatial resolutions and the objective of transferring information
from source images to the fuse image. Therefore, different concepts
and techniques of quality assessment need to be developed. Fusing
image properties such as color maps [14] is also a case of incom-
patibility between application domain and fusion algorithms/metrics
combination. Applying the wrong fusion algorithms results in un-
predictable results as shown in Fig. 3.
Furthermore, image fusion algorithms and metrics behave differ-
ently according to the application domain. For example, the experi-
ments run by Qu et al. in [2] suggested that additive fusion performs
better than wavelet and multi resolution fusion algorithms. Accord-
ing to Qu, the reason behind that was that fusion has been carried
out at different levels of details. Therefore, one can conclude that
tuning image fusion algorithms and metrics requires a real valued
Fig. 3. Fusing two images with incompatible color maps [14]. Left:
Source image with brown color map. Middle: Source image with
green color map. Right: Additively fused image with a new color
map.
objective function that describes how compatible a combination of
their parameters are.
3. FUSION OPERATOR/METRIC DUALITY INDEX
The proposed duality index depends on performing fusion experi-
ments which we know exactly how the result should be. Developing
such an index is fairly simple although it has its solid mathematical
background listed in abstract algebra literature [15]. The duality in-
dex depends mainly on estimating if the fusion operator measures the
actual transferred data from a source image with an non-informative,
also called a zero, image. To formulate this into an optimizable ob-
jective function, consider I be a finite set of fusable images within a
certain application domain,⊕ : I×I → I be a binary operator that
represents the fusion algorithm, and Q0 : I × I → R be a metric
with a dynamic range of [0, 1]. Then let x ∈ I be an arbitrary image
and 0 ∈ I be a non-informative zero image, e.g. a single colored
or a zero contrast image. Then the result of fusing x with 0 must be
x as Ritter explained in [15]. The fusion equation should then be as
follows;
∃0 ∈ I ∀ x ∈ I such that x⊕ 0 = x (1)
Adding image fusion metrics to Eq. 1 maps the problem from ab-
stract image space into real numbers as shown in Eq. 2.
∃0 ∈ I ∀x ∈ I such that Q0(x⊕ 0, x) = 0 (2)
The image fusion algorithm/metric duality index is then defined
as DI0I :
⊕×Q → R where⊕ is the set of all fusion algorithms
and Q is the set of all fusion metrics. The duality index is estimated
as the average error in Eq. 2 for all images in the domain I. Equation
2 can then be modified as follows;
DI0I (⊕, Q0) = 1|I| ·
∑
x∈I
Q0 (x⊕ 0, x) (3)
where |I| is the number of images. The duality index DI0I has a
dynamic range of [0, 1]. Lower DI0I (⊕, Q0) means more compati-
bility between the fusion operator ⊕ and the metric Q0 with respect
to images from a particular domain I and a reference zero image
0. This equation serves as an objective function that represents how
suitable a fusion algorithm ⊕ and a fusion metric Q0 are to each
others.
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Fig. 4. Special Cases of Image Fusion: a) Fusion with Zero; (z =
x), and b) Fusion with Infinity (z = ∞).
A zero image is simply a non-informative image. In other words,
an image that has no valuable information to be transferred to the
fused image as illustrated in Fig. 4. Such an image can be as simple
as single colored (zero variance), minimum colored and maximum
colored images. It also can be tailored according to the application
domain. This requires proper analysis of the frequencies presented
in the scene and their interpretation.
The proposed duality index DI0I measures the ability to ignore
non-informative features from being added to the fused image. On
the other hand, testing duality with an infinity image, if one can iden-
tify or approximate it, provides information on the ability to capture
important features from source images. DI∞I can then be estimated
as;




In [16], Hossny et al. discussed the constraints and equations
guiding the selection of zero and infinity images for multi resolution
fusion algorithms and metrics.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes the experiment that has been run to estimate
compatibility indices of various combinations of fusion algorithms
and metrics using equation Eq. 3. The experiment is run on 24 im-
ages spanning a wide range of smooth, crisp sharpened, equalized,
textured, inverted, and previously fused images as shown in [17].
These images were fused with a zero conrast image using four fusion
algorithms, namely averaging (AVG), wavelets (DWB), decimation
(FSD) and laplacian (LAP) pyramids. Pyramid-based algorithms
were applied at 6 levels of detail (2-7). These fusion algorithms have
been assessed for suitability against four localized metrics, universal
quality index (UQI) [4], pyramid UQI (PUQI) [18], cross entropy
(CE), and mutual information (MI) [2]. The metrics have been lo-
calized [5] at window sizes of 2× 2, 4× 4, 8× 8, and 16× 16. The
objective of this experiment is to validate that a fusion metric does
not suite all fusion operators.
Figure 5 shows the behavior of fusion metrics and operators
against change in levels of details and localizing kernel sizes. PUQI-
7 records lower error when fusion takes place at more than three
levels of detail. However, PUQI-7 fails with simple additive (aver-
aging) fusion, while UQI and CE record the least error. Furthermore
UQI records lower error with FSD fusion at 2-5 levels of detail. In
general, PUQI-7 records the best performance with multi-scale fu-
sion operators while UQI suites non multi-scale fusion operators the
most.
The experiment presents three very important findings. First,
PUQI-7 fusion metric suits fusion operators that works at 3-7 levels
of detail. Second, UQI suits multi-scale fusion operators when fu-
sion takes place at 1-3 levels of detail and outperforms PUQI-7 when
using additive averaging fusion. Finally, MI and CE perform better
with additive fusion although they are generally outperformed by
UQI and PUQI-7. First two findings validate the experiment against
the results found in the literature [4, 18]. The third finding validates
Qu’s explanation of the experiments in [2]. Finally, the experiment
proves that a fusion performance measure does not suit all fusion
algorithms.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The formulation of duality between image fusion algorithms and
metrics has been realized and tested with concluding remarks re-
garding tuning each fusion algorithm and selecting its most suitable
metric.
The proposed duality index serves as an objective function that
identifies the best combination of fusion algorithms, metrics, and
their parameters. Extensive experiments can be conducted to de-
rive duality tables according to which semi-automated fusion sys-
tems can be developed. This will allow mobile robots in automated
battle fields or hazardous environments to select the proper fusion
algorithms and metric to identify fusion worthy images before send-
ing them to the base over a limited bandwidth. Additionally, mobile
robots can use this objective function to develop, on the fly, fusion
algorithms and metrics that suit the situation.
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